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SES Teacher
DreamWalker Ascension Teacher
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Healing of the Whole Being
through the

Healing of the Spine

I work with:
New Energy Healing and Therapy
Spinehealing – Transformational healing of spine, body and consciousness
New Breath – breathing your new self through guided breathing
Aura-Soma Readings – Transformational tools for self-realisation
Reiki-Courses – Energy healing - this art can be learned by every person
SES Courses – Release abuse and energy steeling and balance your self
DreamWalking - Facilitating through the process of dying and beyond
DreamWalker Ascension Courses – Ascension into new levels of your being
Aspectology Courses – Integration of your aspects, the New Energy-Psychology
Metamorphic Method Courses –Transformational tools f insights in lifepatterns
Energetic cleansing and balancing of homes, gardens and offices
Healing of animals and energetic balancing of landscapes

Bettina Maria Weigel Andersen
Roedager Allé 34 A, 1. tv. DK 2610 Roedovre
Tlf.: 0045 – 36 37 00 70
Mobile 0045 – 30 26 93 23
E-mail: bettina@spinehealing.dk
www.spinehealing.dk

- A Multidimensional Expansion of Our Consciousness -

Spinehealing
is a very interesting energy. It changes the person’s outlook on life, on his
possibilities and his future movements. It is a cleansing of the mind, the organs, the
body tissues and the consciousness about life itself. It is a gift to mankind that
changes the vibration of the person that has received this healing.
It is a change of consciousness that is operating on all levels of the person and so
powerful, that it can change the body in a split second. The body recognises
instantly, that a major shift has taken place and readily accepts the new concept. It is
ready for a change in every second and this profound experience is never to be
forgotten by the person that has experienced it.
An onlooker will be profoundly shaken in his beliefs about what is possible.
The person himself, who has experienced it, will later be ready to shed even more
crippling beliefs and become freer, more relaxed, more in contact with his inner core.
It is a healing that does not need to be repeated, as the imprint on the consciousness
is so deep. Actually, it is an expression on consciousness itself, that expresses its
inner truth and in doing so, frees the person from old bondage in the 3D reality. It is a
tool for ascension into your own truth, into your inner core, into your inner awareness
and ability to change your life into what you choose it to be, into what you want it to
be.
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After

The goal of Spinehealing is to unite you with your inner centre, with your inner goal,
with your indwelling spirit that is the very core of you. You have the possibility of
adjusting all the old patterns and le go of all those that do not serve you anymore and
keep those, that you want to keep.
The choice happens on a soul level and is not always visible in your life at once, it will
show when you choose to be open for the changes.
You can choose to invite in your soul level into your daily life by focussing on it and
asking it to manifest itself in your daily life. You will feel the benefit of this in
enhanced awareness upon your choices, if they feel in alignment with your soul. It is
a gradual process and takes some commitment to make it happen.
Your soul is most happy to be of service to you and will help you to commit yourself
to your path. What is the goal of your life? What is it that makes your heart sing?

Sitting on a bench:
Difference in shoulder blades: ca. 1½ cm
Difference in length of legs:
ca. 1 cm

Shoulder blades: Same length
Length of legs: Same length

Spinehealing is an aide in that process of becoming, who you truly are. It is an aide in
the process of being able to discern between what serves you and what serves you
not. It as an aid in the process of wanting to be what you are, to find into your inner
core and stillness, if you so choose.

